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IN MY VIEW

For a short, golden moment of modern media, the world
focused on Live 8 and the agenda to ‘Make Poverty History.’
Ten concerts around the globe were broadcast on 182
television networks and more than 2,000 radio stations. For
once, it seemed, today’s mass media were at one in
highlighting the complex development issues G8 leaders had
pledged to tackle at their Gleneagles summit.

Until, that was, a power surge was reported on the
London underground. The rest (not poverty) is history.
Understandably, the coordinated suicide bombings in
London on July 7 wiped Live 8 – and just about every other
story – off the media agenda. The G8 leaders’ pledge to
increase aid to Africa by $25 billion struggled to win cover
at all. What would have been a major story about the lack of
international agreement on climate change almost sank
without trace.

The bombings were, of course, a cataclysmic, traumatic
attack on English soil, raising profound political and social
questions. This was a story where every news editor
instinctively clears the decks. But beneath the obvious shift
of focus to a major news event lies a more depressing trend
– an obsession with domestic news, a fixation on the image
that increasingly drives the agenda, and a systematic
reduction in the amount of air time or column inches devoted
to foreign news or development topics. 

But does it have to be this way? The British media are
arguably better placed today than ever to reverse the steady
erosion of foreign news and neglect of the development
agenda. The combination of new multi-media technology
and ground breaking education in ethical, sensitive and
responsible reporting could bring new depth and
understanding to reporting of conflict, tragedy and
underlying development and environmental issues.

What has gone wrong in the past?
Needless to say, we are not there yet. In theory, at least,
today’s multi-media world of the worldwide web, web logs,
pod casts, citizen journalists and 24-hour rolling news
channels should offer the ideal opportunity to cover the main
news and go in depth into other subject areas that are not
normally mainstream headline news. However, it is hard to
avoid the impression that today’s multi-media news offering
is a mile wide and half an inch deep. 

Dominated by sensational images and celebrity, too often
the richness of multi-media journalism is being squandered
on more of the same. Dramatic images appeal to raw

emotions and crowd out analysis of why something is
happening while celebrity journalism pushes off the schedule
serious analysis of current affairs. In parts of Britain’s highly
partisan print media, the dividing line between objective
news reporting and opinion is becoming increasingly
blurred. The Independent has sought to make a virtue of this,
dubbed by commentators a new-style ‘viewspaper’. While
this approach may go against the grain of traditional
reporting models, the paper has highlighted development
issues on its front page on several occasions this year.

But even here, the debate is often portrayed in polarised,
black and white terms. Driven by the dynamic of daily or
even hourly news production, a journalist’s agenda is often
geared to short-term snapshots of ‘new’ news, rather than
coverage of a longer term process. We, the consumers of
news, are often surprised by the sudden emergence of famine
in Africa when what is sudden is not the development of the
crisis but the dynamic of how it is reported.

Commercial pressures in the media world can also work
against balanced and detailed analysis of more ‘difficult’
issues. The obsession of the right-leaning tabloid press with
stories about immigration and asylum seekers, in which
these groups are too often demonised, is partly driven by a
desire to bolster circulation and, by extension, advertising
revenue. Almost inevitably, domestic stories dictate the news
agenda.

When reporting on the developing world, the herd instinct
can all too quickly take over as foreign correspondents
scramble and compete in an unseemly fashion to discover
the latest food crisis. In one extreme (and hopefully isolated
case), an aid worker recently complained that some
unscrupulous journalists had insisted on relaying news of
hunger in a remote area of Africa even when it didn’t exist.
The journalists had in fact flown into the wrong location but
still had to deliver the story the news desk was expecting.

New technology can help deliver multiple
perspectives...
But what if technology and education for journalists could
be harnessed in a concerted effort to advance understanding
of development issues? Coverage of the July 7 London
bombings saw several elements of new media come together
and a much heralded arrival of the ‘citizen journalist’. Web
sites such as the BBC complemented their own traditional
coverage with blogs (including from their own reporters on
the scene) and mobile phone images from commuters caught
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up in the attacks. The result was a multi-faceted mosaic
allowing the traumatic events of the day to unfold from
many different perspectives. 

Increasingly, web sites have the power to pull together
many more diverse strands of a news story than offered by
more traditional news formats. The BBC’s coverage of Prime
Minister Tony Blair’s latest foray into nuclear energy is a
case in point. Alongside the main ‘trunk’ story, its web site
posted a number of traditional ‘sidebars’ examining the pros
and cons of nuclear power generation, focusing on the future
‘energy gap’ facing Britain and illustrating how waste could
be managed. But this time, in addition, the public pitched in
with their views. Within 24 hours of Blair announcing his
review of UK energy policy, no less than 914 comments had
been posted. Readers also ranked them (along the lines ‘was
this comment useful to you?’). 

Blogs and instant e-mail comments have been with us for
a few years now, but who read them in the past? Not your
average consumer of news. Many people rely on one source
for their news – one newspaper on the train, one radio
programme in the car, or one television news bulletin in the
evening, leaving them at the mercy of the monolithic and all
too often partisan culture of such media. Arguably, only the
‘news junkie’ or committed activist spends time hunting the
web for different viewpoints. And even if this is done, who
is to say whether blogs and web sites are credible – could
they be factually inaccurate, full of spin or even malicious?
Here is an opportunity for the future. Top media
organisations can do more than just deliver the news. They
can also pull together, prioritise and validate diverse views.
With the multi-media tools now available, this is a role they
could increasingly play to foster serious debate about
development issues.

Education plays a role too...
Journalists and journalist educators are also becoming more
aware of the emotional aspects of stories and how a better
understanding of this can lead to better reporting of stories
from developing countries, in which the emphasis is often on
the trauma of famine, natural disaster or relief operations.

David Loyn, the BBC’s developing world correspondent,
spoke earlier this year at a London seminar on the Asian
tsunami which brought together journalists, mental health
professionals and aid workers (Dart Centre Europe seminar,
February 22, 2005, www.dartcenter.org/europe). While Loyn
and the BBC still fiercely espouse the ideal of objective
journalism, journalists increasingly need to understand the
sort of emotions and suffering that such traumatic events
produce. Nowadays, Loyn said... ‘We get alongside people;
we have sympathy with them; we empathise with them.’ 

Just how much a reporter should suppress his own
emotions, or let them come through, is hotly debated. Loyn’s
BBC colleague Ben Brown was interviewing a woman on a
beach in Aceh who had lost her husband and four children in
the tsunami. At one point, she broke down, wailing in grief
and put her head on his shoulder. Brown looked pretty

uncomfortable on screen but he instinctively did the human
thing, putting his arm around her.

‘In my Home Counties public-school sort of way, I was
stiff and uncertain how to respond,’ he later wrote. ‘My
awkward body language seemed to tell her: come on woman,
don’t invade my space, pull yourself together. Didn’t she
know she was breaking the grammar of television news,
where the correspondent – especially the BBC correspondent
– can never be seen to ‘cross the line’?’ (The Observer,
January 16, 2005). But then he realised he was the only
source of comfort to her. This piece of television is clearly
controversial and out of the normal BBC mould, but few
could argue that it did not graphically bring home the human
suffering and tragedy of the tsunami.

That such incidents are now being openly discussed by
journalists is in itself a quantum leap. The Dart Centre for
Journalism and Trauma, which organised the tsunami
seminar, is now a focal point for exploration of these issues
which for so long were taboo in the macho media culture.
Dart’s global network of journalists and health professionals
is dedicated to improving cover of traumatic events and their
consequences. An economics correspondent covering the
Bank of England could be reasonably expected to have
acquired specialist knowledge of the financial sector. So why
for so long have journalists had no training in the disciplines
needed to cover famine, disaster and relief operations?

Slowly but surely leading media organisations such as the
BBC and Reuters are starting training in the area of
emotional literacy. In Higher Education, Bournemouth
Media School is piloting a Dart-backed programme to
educate multi-media journalism students. Other universities
are also picking up the theme. The trick will be to ensure
that the new generation of journalists strikes a balance
between responsible reporting and the business of getting the
story.

These initiatives will undoubtedly encounter resistance in
the hard nosed, traditionally sceptical and commercially
driven media world. But it is surely important to make a start
and higher education has an important contribution to make.

In 1981, the veteran journalist Edward Behr wrote a
classic tale of life as a foreign correspondent. He captured
the sometimes crass, colonial and cynical news agenda with
the immortal title: ‘Anyone Here Been Raped and Speaks
English?’

It is not quite that bad today. But there is still a long way
to go.
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